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Abstract 

QAS(Question Answering System) is futuristic search engine machines .search engine formulate links to knowledge 
data source which is map of recall to precision containing relevant as well as non relevant ambiguous  information as 
of natural language search question posted by user need to interpreted search engines lack natural language 
interpretation .QAS is natural language question answering search engine. Which extracts precise information from 
structured/unstructured corpus.complex NLP (natural language processing) is performed by QAS on knowledge source 
to mine precised answer to user question. question answering system embed in reasoning ability in search engines with 
NLP techniques.QAS system are classified into open domain and closed domain ,further perspective classify them in 
Information retrieval system(IR)  with NLP and IR with reasoning and NLP.QAS is automated search answering 
machine a natural language interface to dataset(LUNAR),document based search engine(FALCON),web based 
knowledge system(WOLFAGRAM,ANSWERBUS),semantic ontology search system(START,TRUE KNOWLEDGE) 
location based services like Apple Siri, Android assistant. Finding time constraint answer to user question in frame 
question of search engines, expert systems, and rule based systems but answer to user information need lack semantic, 
facts and concepts QAS incorporate semantic and advanced text analytics pattern mining with machine learning system 
and ranking algorithm to formulate precised answers to correctly interpreted questions. QAS is semantic concept 
framework which would enhance search engines(Google concept based semantic search)QAS Answer facts, 
definitional, wh-type, how type questions with recent statistical machine IBM Watson that answers almost every 
complex question posted by user, which is a hybrid system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Since 1960s, a variety of natural language database frontends, dialog systems and language understanding systems were 
created. Most of the QA systems provide answers to factoid and lists questions while some provide answers to complex, 
reasoning based and descriptive questions. The early QA systems like BASEBALL [3] and LUNAR [4] were restricted-
domain systems working over databases. BASEBALL answered questions about the annual US baseball league and 
LUNAR QA system answered queries about the geological analysis of rocks returned by the Apollo missions. Open 
domain QA system emerged as a result of progress in TREC QA track. The later QA systems placed no restriction on the 
question type or on the user’s vocabulary. A machine learning approach can generate high performance question 
classifier automatically which is more flexible than a manual one since it can be easily adapted to a new domain. The 
accuracy of question classification in question processing phase was increased through question parsing using 
semantically richer tree bank [5]. IBM’s Statistical Question Answering System [6] is an application of maximum entropy 
classification for predicting question type and answer type. It retrieves a document from local encyclopedia, performs 
query expansion and retrieves passages from TREC collection. The machine learning approaches to question 
classification [7] reported that Support Vector Machines (SVM) outperformed the rest of the classifiers. Textract [8] is a 
domain independent Information Extraction  (IE) based natural language QA system with Named Entity tagger as its 
vital component to identify entities, Correlated Entity to find predefined multiple relationships between entities for 
generating profile of an entity and General Event Extraction for extracting events like who did what, when, how, etc. 
FALCON [9] reformulates the question and identifies the answer type from a hierarchy of WordNet. The answer is 
extracted only if a logical justification exists for it. QA-LaSIE [10], a modified version of LaSIE IE was used in the QA 
system developed at University of Sheffield in TREC-9 track.  The Okapi probabilistic retrieval model was used to 
retrieve relevant passages for the user question input to the system. The questions and the retrieved passages were 
syntactically and semantically analyzed to identify the “sought entity”. The system returned five highest scoring matches 
as a response.  
 
The QA system uses a ruled based classifier or a machine learning classifier for question classification [11]. This 
reformulated query is passed to Information Retrieval (IR) system which is one of the ideal sources to obtain online 
information. The IR system returns a ranked list of documents. There are many types of IR system protocols used in the 
present day scenarios like the Vector Space Model (VSM) [12], Probability Retrieval Model [13] and Inference Retrieval 
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Model [14]. The QA System further uses IE which is a technology enabling relevant pieces of information to be extracted 
from relevant text. It uses NLP and computational linguistics to analyze the text from documents to extract individual 
“facts” from the text. These facts are integrated to. Produce larger facts or new facts through inference and finally the 
pertinent facts are translated into the required output format. There are different IE techniques [15] like Template 
Matching, Named Entity Recognition (NER) and Automated Content Extraction (ACE).QAS systems are influenced by 
research area in artificial intelligence, physcology, NLP, 
 
2 .SEARCH ENGINES AND NLP 
 
Search engines have evolved into reasonably advanced Machines in the precedent era. Algorithms developed have 
become optimized to formulate semantics, user intention, and broader collective prototype on the mesh. Optimistic 
outcome have   been presented by   search engines and they dole out our every requirements. But search engines like 
Google, Yahoo, AOL, and others donor provide precise answers to user questions. Search engine answer simple questions 
“who is president of India “how is stock market. But complex questions “why president manmohan visited Iraq and not 
Iran? Require advance reasoning. Search engine are information retrieval (IR) system that extract information and 
present sort links to information on user search questions with advent of Big data analytics and enormous vertical web to 
retrieve   relevant information from vast information in time constrain is a immense test and research area. Search 
engines extract relevant (recall based) information from huge set of knowledge source. Search engines (text based) are IR 
system that discover complete archive and text in diverse configure. In the present day user’s needs are precise answers to 
questions relatively than a time overwhelming search throughout the sort of links to pages and complete extracted 
document. Advancement in   search engines is syntactic to concept based semantic search[19]. Words or terms are 
nucleus entities in syntactic engine with high recall and low precision (short of polysemy, synonymy identification). 
Semantic embark on sense of core word or phrase in question, with higher precision answer. Concept pedestal search is 
deployed in Automatic Answering to search question. Current search engines are   dataset management system which 
confine, accumulate, run, recover, scrutinize & exhibit information according to the particular user seek obligation. An 
interface to intellectual human  process to multimedia data through graphical interface to information database[19][20]. 
Search engine classify passage with trait mining from corpus .A corpus is symbolized   with a linear vector of features, 
with words, phrases union as merged principles values. Conventional classification on keywords is instant overwhelming 
and asking price bearing. Machine learning algorithm trim down the search space and time amid concept search (intellect 
to machine). Concept mining frame map context of user search in question module and first-rate categorized cluster for 
information search. Sense mapping process is hub task of concept mining. Words are futile unless perspective is taken in 
deliberation; words from diverse meaning construal when placed in group or phrases. Terms structure diverse meaning 
among identical words positioned at unlike point in verdict to create new thought. Concluding concepts are formation 
based and ontology plots’ the formation to deduce the sense. Phrases with   same keywords placed in diverse arrangement 
imply idea alteration .Concept extraction and question structuring are correlated progression under pinged in concept 
graph. Feature is cluster of words that construct sense to sentence, paragraph, document ultimately. Features are 
characteristic of data which classify information processing and searching faster. In order the extract concept context 
identification needs to be done. In past and current state large number of text data mining methods are formulated to 
perform diverse knowledge work tasks. Methods incorporated are associative canon mining, intermittent item set mining, 
sequential prototype mining, maximum pattern Extraction, and closed pattern Extraction, the majority of methodologies 
are time framework and definite quarter to find exact pattern. A unlock investigate question is how to employ fat pattern 
engender from database for information discovery. Optimized pattern algorithm in text analytics is step towards Search 
engine optimization. Text analytics is interesting feature invention from text statistics. Explorative challenge in text 
analytics to formulate precise answer using pattern mining algorithm. Research area in search engine is to find best text 
analytics extraction method. In IR systems Golden stand models are rocchio model, probabilistic model [19]. SVM 
(support Vector machines,) and BM25 formulate extraction of relevant information filtering. Reckoning calculated by 
term based method or keyword based methods in search engines have higher relevance and have advanced to phrase 
weighting hypothesis in machine intelligence and IR. Research vision demonstrate   phrase based search method are   
short of polysemy and synonyms .phrase or keyword multiple meaning in miscellaneous context-polysemy, phrase have 
multiple sense, synomous keyword with multiple meaning. sense extraction of many phrase  is hesitant to answer client 
desire .research investigation suggest  that term research better optimization to GUI are better keyword point as 
expression clutch “sense” have not found per formative in  IR record. phrases resolve the ambiguity of  NLP interpreted 
by client but answer lack in phrase search is 1) status of phrase is related to term 2) phrase count is low  3) irrelevant 
phrase are high .chronological prototype in text mining are outperform disadvantages  of phrase technique due to good 
arithmetical possessions like keywords .bunged concept based chronological patterns mining taxonomy models (PTM) are 
propound .gradual rise in performance is achieved in text analytics  using closed pattern in word and phrase based 
extraction .research scholar articles picture that concept based approach is better in measures of  performance of 
“confidence” &”support” to user[21]. Machine learning algorithms reduce the search space and time with intelligence in 
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selecting categorized corpus for search and extraction of data.SVM is found to be better classifier on large data set 
.vertical ranking algorithms present in information in ranked format. What? Search engine technology cannot perform is 
synthesis of information from various knowledge source to present a solitary answer to user search question. expert 
system rule based machine are domain specific system that answer user search question .search engines need to be 
upgraded to hybrid system which understand (interpret user question) optimized search (text analytics ) with intelligence 
(machine learning system) with decision support for optimized performance . 
 
Even though search engines pit fall in fact (real world) knowledge, precision map to relevance, Deduction and   
precisiation .quantum IQ in search technology is facilitated with QA systems. Question Answering is a field of 
Information Retrieval, Information Extraction and Natural Language Processing which is concerned with providing 
precise answers automatically, to questions posed by humans in a natural language. Which have deductive reasoning 
ability and synthesis capability these machine are future to search technology which interact with user to facilitate precise 
answers to questions.. 
 
3. CONCEPT EXTRACTION 
 
Recognition of word or phrase is a investigate subject beneath text mining with sub research domains in text tagging 
subject matter mining, sculpt search question at superior gain i.e. word echelon would augment accuracy. Text -mining. 
Concept extraction is alliance of vocabulary and expression hooked on semantic analogous cluster the principle of 
semantic scrutiny is to mine the aim   and gist of a specified text file, the description and sense mine are naturally termed 
ideas (concepts). Once mine, concepts are then cluster (entity that are white, objects that are hard, etc.). huge difference 
lies between shrewd a name of object than major that describes his parameter job, education etc. that describes it, Concept 
describes it, and description identifies based on Mapping. The combination of several concepts together results in an 
intelligent abstract of the text file scrutinize. What is text file about e.g. circumstance? expression / verdict have meaning 
that can be specified by one or more  keywords .Keywords are simply words mined  from a verdict or text file which  are   
trivial  unless they are clustered  and set hooked on framework. (i.e. words   after cluster hooked on situation they become 
idea of sentence ). Idea of search query is deciding factor for extracting answer to query. User forwards query to search 
engine as scenario example to investigate. 
 
Example1- Indian army marched gravely on tiger hill on 1999 war with Pakistan. Actor-Indian army, Action-marched, 
Where-tiger hill (context), When-1999 ,How –gravely (deadly, seriously-concept)  
 
Concept extraction facilities answer to question why did they march on tiger hill not KHS2 hill, how they marched, where 
and when. Concept extraction facilitates intelligence to machine in query understanding “question interpretation”. Hence 
investigation has been carried on concept extraction framework building and study of research papers. 
 
3.1 context identification 
 
Context is situation environment of working which features the working domain of user or addition subset feature mining 
for concept extraction which facilities precision to retrieved information. Context is relation in between entities In short 
environment of define working. 
 
3.2 Ontology 
 
Ontology helps to categorize object and their relation. Ontology answers what is in existence or can exist which objects 
can form a class with hierarchy of similar properties and difference .ontology defines concept in a broader way 
incorporating semantic similarity among objects and difference .ontology defines concept in a broader way incorporating 
semantic similarity among objects. Ontology implementation provides following features to search query. 
 

1. Confidence reasoning. 
2. Coverage extent of answer. 
3. Formation of user question in context. 
4. Optimized answering. 
5. Hypothesis tiring.  

 
3.3 search machine optimization 
Machine classifiers facilitate search system to select appropriate cluster for data corpus. Text analytics with closed pattern 
mining facilitate advance text mining algorithm, learn to rank model i.e adha rank help to refine search results every next 
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time with precision nearer to user search need. Interpretation of Natural language is hard and requires a hybrid machine, a 
a user model i.e cognitive agent based machine which is future development of our project. 
          
4. LITERATURE ANALYSIS 
 
Question Answering System provides inquirers with direct, precise answers to their questions, by employing Information 
Extraction (IE) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques, instead of providing a large number of documents 
that are potentially relevant for the questions posed by the inquirers  [6]. Research on automated QA in the field of AI 
dates far back to the 1960s. In recent years, activities involving QA within the IR/IE community has been mainly 
promoted by the introduction of the QA Track in  TREC [3]. Techniques have been developed for generating answers for 
the three types of questions supported by TREC evaluations namely, factoid questions, list questions and definitional 
questions. Most research development in the area of QA, supported by TREC and other similar evaluation venues such as  
CLEF [1] and  NTCIR [2], has so far focused on open-domain text-based QA. Re-search has further grown interest 
among researchers in restricted-domain QA. The earlier TREC QA systems mostly relied on a surface-level lexico-
syntactic analysis in generating answers. In re-cent years, the development of QA techniques that incorporate semantic 
knowledge is getting more attention. 
 
5. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 
Fig. 1, depicts the heuristic approach of the proposed QA system. The system consists of 9 major steps as follows: 
Step 1: The user enters a question through a user interface in linguistic form. 
 
Step 2: This step involves the preprocessing of user question using the following four main activities: sentence 
segmentation, tokenization, stop word removal and word stemming.  
 
Sentence segmentation detects boundary and separate source text into sentence. Tokenization divides the input query into 
individual words. The stop word removal involves filtering the stop words like as, a, the, etc which appear frequently in a 
document. The word stemming refers to reducing the word to its root by filtering out prefixes and suffixes of each word. 
 
Step 3: This is the key step for answer extraction, where possible Tokens i.e. the keywords that can occur in user 
questions are identified for an efficient search of an answer. The Token file consists of Token, related answer string, NLP 
rule. For example, for the question “What is the distance between Place1 and Place2” the Token is “distance”, the 
related answer string can be “km”, “kilometer”, “miles”, etc. The NLP rule for retrieving exact answer is to extract 
numeric value before “km”, “kilometer”, “miles”, etc. The paraphrasing of the questions is also taken into consideration. 
For instance, the above query for “distance” can have variation like “How far is Place1 from Place2”. The same NLP 
rule applies to this question. 
 
Step 4: This step decides the quality of answers provided by the system. The tourism web pages having suitable 
information for places around Pune city of Maharashtra state, India were selected. The web sites considered for 
experimental evaluations are listed below: 

 www.puneritraveller.com 
 www.punesite.com 
 www.punediary.com 
 www.tourism.virtualpune.com 
 www.pune109.com 

 
Step 5: In this step, the web crawler of the system accepts a seed URL of tourism domain and searches all the sub links of 
the URL. Web crawler [16] is a vital component of search engine, but the most fragile application since it involves 
interacting with various web servers. The total crawling time can be reduced if many downloads are done in parallel from 
multiple servers.  The crawler for this system is developed in Java programming language using extensive multithreading 
feature. When the crawler is presented with the seed URL it collects the web links which are stored in the database. 
 
5.1 Proposed Algorithm        
      //Input: 
  //Qn is user question; 
   //Dc is Dictionary; 
   //Token file containing Token, supporting token, related answer string and NLP rule; \ 
   //File system is the documents containing parsed web page contents. 
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 5.2 //Output: 
    //Short string or list 

1) procedure qa(Qn, Dc)                                                             \\Qn Question 
   \\Dc = {d1,...dn} Dictionary words 

2) qw = preprocess(Qn)                             \\qw = query words after 
                                        \\processing of Qn 
3) Set Mv = {qw, sw, aw}                                                   \\Mv = Master vector 

           \\aw =Related answer strings 
\\sw are supporting Token or query words 

4) d = 1 to n do                                    \\for n no. of documents 
5) for i = 1 to k do                                                 \\ k sentences in a document 
6)  if (Mv ϵ Si) then                                             \\Si is sentence in a document 
7)  Tag Si as Simp                                                        \\Simp contain query words 
8)   End if                                                        \\ or Tokens qw, supporting Token  
9)   End for                                                      \\ sw and related answer strings aw 
10) End for 
11) For i  = 1 to no do                                          \\no are number of words in qw 
12) If (qw ϵ Dc) then                                                               \\qw is in dictionary 
13)  Tag qw as Token                                                                \\then it’s a Token 
14) Else                                                                             \\else its a Proper noun 
15) Tag qw as Proper noun Pn 
16)  End if 
17) End for 
18) For i = 1 to nosen do                                                      \\nosen are number of  

                                sentences tagged as Simp 
19)  If (Simp ϵ Rl) then                                                              \\Rl is rule for token 
20) termweight(Pronoun Pn ϵ Simp) → An                                                \\calcuate  
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21) End if                                                                   \\termweight of each sentence 
22) End for 
23) Rank An and display 
24) End procedure 
 

5.3 The steps in the algorithm are briefly described below: 
1) Preprocess Qn to get query words qw. 
2) A master vector (Mv) constitutes a set of Token (qw), the supporting Token words (sw) and the related answer 

strings (aw). For instance, Mv = (distance, far, kilometer, kms, km, miles). 
3) Extract the number of the sentences (k) in all the documents (n). 
4) For each sentence Si identify the sentences containing master vector (Mv) elements. 
5) Label the sentence (Simp). 
6) Identify the Token and Proper noun in the sentence using dictionary (Dc). 
7) Segment the answer word and extract from the sentence tagged as important the answer (An) which satisfies the 

NLP rule (Rl). 
8) Calculate the termweight and Rank the answers and display. 
 

Equation (1) generates a master vector for the specific Token in a question. 
                            { , , }v w w wM q s a                                       
  (1) 
qw is the query word or the Token, sw is the supporting query keywords, aw is the related answer strings and Mv is the 
master vector. The sentences containing the master vector are denoted using (2). 

                    
0 0

( )
kn

vS x M                                            (2) 

 
n is the total number of documents, k is the total number of sentences containing master vector, S(x) is a collection of all 
the sentences containing Mv in the entire document collection. The answer to the question is extracted using (3). 
 

                                 lim ( )n w i l
i k

A T S R


                                (3) 

 
Si is a sentence in S(x), Rl is set of NLP rules for a specific keyword qw and Tw is the term weight. For example, the NLP 
rule for the “distance” Token is that the sentence should have at least a noun, one of the supporting answer keyword and 
the Token itself or the semantic equivalent of the Token. 
 
Step 9:  The resultant answer An is a precise string or a sequence of words arranged in a list 
 
6. MATHEMATICAL UNDERPINING. 
 
6.1mathematical model 
1. Hypothesizes QAS = [ ] Question answering system. 

 
2. Input Question taxonomy QT = [qt1, qt2, qt3…qtn] 

     Where qi= cluster of words in QT 
      QAS = [QT] 

3. Answer in ranking Ar is optimized answer cluster to question taxonomy  
 QAS= [QT, Ar] 

4 .Consider task T 
     QAS= [QT, Ar, T] 
    T= [Tr, EP, IT, IPP, Rl]  

5. Here  
     EP= keywords and phrases extracted from web corpus. 
     IT= identified token file 
     IPP= intellect proced4re programming. 
     Rl = Rule set programmed by agent  

6. QAS= [QT, Ar, Tr, EP, IT, IPR, R1] 
7. Heuristic natural language (ruled based) question answering system i.e search answer system. 
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7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE. 
QAS are advanced search machines. Search engine present ranked results where as QAS formulate precise answers from 
ranked results .This is close domain search answering   machine answering complex NLP search question .the system 
provides answers  to geographical  search questions on closed area of Maharashtra state .the performance parameters 
precision recall f1 measure and fall out average precision are found to be positive to existing systems.  The closed domain 
systems demonstrate that QAS are future technology to search engines. Research track RT1from observational study in 
advance IR techniques is of hybrid QAS, A physiological model facilitates Research Track RT2 cognitive QAS. 
QAS HQAS CQAS. (Research track) 
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